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Sanitize the air you are 
breathing every day.

Even kills viruses on surfaces.
Unlike other air purifiers, the BKM®900XL  
actively purifies the air AND surfaces  
throughout a room.  It can actually kill  
viruses on surfaces like a door handle.    
A recent study found our technology killed 99%  
of MERS virus on a surface in just 4 hours.   
In contrast, a study at the University of Arizona  
(UA) found that if a single sick employee came  
to work then 50% of commonly touched  
surfaces in the office would be infected with  
a virus by lunchtime (just 4 hours).  
Thankfully, the BKM®900XL can purify the air,  
and even a surface already contaminated with 
something like a virus, bacteria, or mold.

Complete production 
system of sanitized air

It is a powerful combination of  AHPCO, UV and ionization 
technologies capable of covering large spaces up to 250 sq. mt.   

BKM®900XL are used in thousands of homes and in some of 
the world’s leading hotels, medical facilities, and resorts.

Technical features

Code Model Air volume* Effective area* Ozone livel Power supply Power

BKM 900XL 690m3/h max 230m2 0,05ppm
100-240V 
50/60Hz

15W

*in 24 hours



Destroys up to
99% of allergens 

Destroys up to 
99% of bacteria

Destroys up to 
99% of molds

Eliminates up to 
99% of odors

ContaminantsPathogens

COLDS
FLUS
VIRUSES

Leading Features

Requires no routine maintenance. 
Filters never need to be replaced.  
AHPCO  Cells only needs replacing every two years.  
2 easy to use mounting holes if you’d like to 
mount to a wall, weighing less than 1Kg. 
Covers up to 250 sq. mt.

Patent pending silver plus PCO cell that
contains nano sized metals from:

Silver
Nickel
Rhodium
+

Copper 

Titanium

These five metals act as a catalyst with the 
nano sized particles increasing the kinetic 
rate of reaction.

It creates a barrier
of redundant oxidizers

Broad-spectrum UV light to replicate oxidizing 
and ionizing benefits created in nature by the sun. 
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